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Microseismic event back-azimuth is an indispensable parameter for source

localization in downholemicroseismicmonitoring, and the accurate orientation

of horizontal components of downhole seismic receivers is vital for reliably

determining the event back-azimuth. Variation in the monitoring data quality

may jeopardize the accuracy of receiver orientation which will further affect the

event back-azimuth estimation. To mitigate this issue, we proposed a new

probabilistic method based on P-wave polarization analysis for receiver

orientation and event back-azimuth estimation. The algorithm constructs

the von Mises distribution function using the polarization angle and

corresponding rectilinearity of the P-wave, then determines the target angle

using the maximum of the probability function. The receiver having the highest

rectilinearity from the active-source event is used to quantify a reliable absolute

orientation angle, and the relative orientation angles are calculated by the

probability distributions based on the measurement angle differences and the

associated averages of rectilinearity from all events. After receiver orientation,

the P-wave polarization angles with different rectilinearity values are applied to

construct the probability distribution functions to estimate the event back-

azimuths. By using high-quality events and multi-receiver recordings, our

methodology can greatly reduce the unintentional error in receiver

orientation and increase event back-azimuth accuracy. We investigate the

feasibility and reliability of the proposed method using both synthetic and

field data. The synthetic data results demonstrate that, compared to the

conventional methods, the proposed method can minimize the variance of

the receiver orientation angle and back-azimuth estimation. The weighted

standard deviation analysis demonstrates that the proposed method can

reduce the orientation error and improve the event back-azimuth accuracy

in the field dataset.
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Introduction

Microseismic monitoring technique is an efficient tool for

evaluating the hydraulic fracture stimulation of unconventional

reservoirs through recording and analyzing seismic signals caused

by rock ruptures and/or fault reactivation (Maxwell, 2014; Grechka

and Heigl, 2017; Li et al., 2019; Atkinson et al., 2020; Schultz et al.,

2020). Downhole array is one of the common observatory systems for

microseismic monitoring. It can provide higher quality data than

surface/subsurface arrays due to its proximity to the fractured zone

(Maxwell et al., 2010, 2012; Drew et al., 2012; Meng et al., 2018). For

downhole microseismic monitoring, the determination of

microseismic event back-azimuth is an important step in the data

processing (Maxwell, 2014; Akram, 2020), and the accuracy of event

back-azimuth has a significant impact on subsequent source location

and fracture interpretation (Cipolla et al., 2011). Due to the influence

of azimuth uncertainties, there is always error in the microseismic

source location. Thus, it is critical to obtain accurate event back-

azimuths to reduce the location errors to the utmost extent.

Three-component (3-C) geophones are normally placed in the

vertical or deviated wells to record microseismic signals in mutually

orthogonal directions. Because of rotation of the wireline during

deployment, the orientation of the horizontal components of the

receivers is unknown and usually random, which requires a receiver

orientation correction approach to adjust them to the designated

direction (for example, along the alignment between the calibration

shot andmonitoringwell). By assuming that the polarizationdirection

of the P-wave of themicroseismic event coincideswith its propagation

direction, receiver orientation can be accomplished by performing

polarization analysis using available calibration shots (e.g., perforation

shots, string shots, ball-drop events, or vibroseis sources at the surface)

to derive P-wave propagation direction, which can then be utilized to

FIGURE 1
(A) Sketch of a vertical borehole with a linear array of receivers. (B) Illustration of the relationship among three angles: the event back-azimuth,
the receiver orientation angle, and the polarization angle of the P-wave. (C) Schematic hodogram of particle motion. (D) Illustration of the relative
angle between receivers.
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rotate the horizontal components to the correct direction (Nakamura

et al., 1987; Menanno et al., 2013; Lagos and Velis, 2019; Huo et al.,

2021). In addition to P-waves, Rayleigh waves have also been

employed for receiver orientation (Niu and Li, 2011; Zha et al.,

2013; Wang et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2018; Ensing and van Wijk, 2019;

Takagi et al., 2019; Son et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2022). Receiver

misorientations are defined as the deviations between the empirical

and true back azimuths, and the relative-angle method by measuring

the relative azimuth angle between receiver pairs is another strategy

(Zeng andMcMechan, 2006; Grigoli et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2018; Ojo

et al., 2019; Huo et al., 2021). The microseismic event back-azimuth

can be obtained through statistical analysis of the P-wave polarization

angles after receiver orientation (Chen et al., 2017; Meng et al., 2018;

Tan et al., 2018). When the data quality of the P-wave is poor, the

S-wave can also be applied for event azimuth estimation (Eisner et al.,

2009; Yuan and Li, 2017).

Affected by the focal mechanism and background noise,

the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of microseismic signals on

different receivers is usually varied, which can also be

reflected by the rectilinearity of the P-wave (Drew et al.,

2008). Conventional methods of obtaining the receiver

orientation angle from a single or several active-source

events may contain unintended errors, which can be

further transported to the event azimuth estimation.

Additionally, after receiver orientation, the event back-

azimuth estimation is also muddled because of the

differences in the recording data quality among receivers.

Apparently, more high-quality data may minimize the

uncertainties in the azimuth results and the systematic

deviation produced by a single dataset. For example, Huo

et al. (2021) incorporate high-S/N microseismic events with

unknown back-azimuths into the receiver orientation process

to improve the accuracy of the relative orientation angles

among all receivers.

In this study, by calculating the relative rotation angles

between receivers, we develop a new receiver orientation and

event back-azimuth estimation method for reducing the

orientation error and enhancing the event back-azimuth

accuracy. Firstly, we introduce the relationship between

receiver orientation and event azimuth angles. Next, we

calculate the probability density function (i.e., von Mises

distribution function) using the polarization angle and

corresponding rectilinearity of the P-wave to determine

the relative orientation angles and then the event back-

azimuths. Finally, we demonstrate the efficiency of the

proposed method through synthetic and field data tests.

Methods

In this section, we first introduce the relationship among

the event back-azimuth, the receiver orientation angle, and

the polarization angle of the P-wave, as well as the definition

of the relative orientation angle between receivers and

potential back-azimuth angles on multi-level receivers.

Then, we construct the probability density functions by

using the polarization angle and rectilinearity of the

P-wave to determine the relative orientation angle and

event back-azimuth. Finally, we establish the processing

workflow for receiver orientation and event back-azimuth

estimation.

Receiver orientation and event back-
azimuth

If the monitoring well is vertical (Figure 1A), we can assume

that the horizontal components of the receivers are in a plane

parallel to the surface. As shown in Figure 1B, we also assume

that the ‘North’ component is misorientated by degrees defined

clockwise from north. Table 1 summarizes the meaning of the

adopted symbols in Figure 1 and following text.

TABLE 1 Symbols representing the angles.

Symbol Definition Detail description

ϕ Event back-azimuth 1) ϕA and ϕE represent the back-azimuths of active-source event and microseismic event, respectively

2) ϕi(k)represent the calculated potential back-azimuth on the ith receiver of the kth event

3) ϕ′(k) represent the calculated back-azimuth of the kth event

α P-wave polarization angle 1) αA represents the P-wave polarization angle of active-source event

2) αi(k) represent the P-wave polarization angle on the ith receiver of the kth event

β Receiver orientation angle 1) βi represents the receiver orientation angle on the ith receiver. 2) β
′
irepresents the receiver orientation angle

on the ith receiver by the proposed method

Δβij Relative orientation angle between ith and jth
receivers

1)Δβij(k) represents the angle differences of the kth event

2) Δβij′ represents the calculated relative orientation angle between ith and jth receivers
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For an incoming P-wave of an active-source event with a

known location, the event back-azimuth ϕA can be determined

directly using the horizontal coordinates of the source and

receiver. Once the P-wave polarization angle αA is obtained

(Figure 1C), we can determine the receiver orientation angle β by

β � ϕA − αA. (1)

On the other hand, for a microseismic event whose location is

unknown, we can calculate the event back-azimuth ϕE by using

the estimated receiver orientation angle β and the P-wave

polarization angle αE,

ϕE � αE + β. (2)

In general, the receiver orientation angles at different

receivers are determined individually based on P-wave

polarization analysis of active-source events. However, the

data S/N may vary on different receivers and events and this

will introduce additional errors in the estimation of the receiver

orientation angles. This kind of error is difficult to avoid when

only a single or a small number of active-source events are

available.

In fact, because the back-azimuth angles on different

receivers in a vertical well are the same for every event

(Figure 1D), the relative orientation angle between any two

receivers is defined as

Δβij(k) � αj(k) − αi(k). (3)

where Δβij(k) is the relative orientation angle between the ith

and jth receivers in kth event, αi(k) and αj(k)are the P-wave

polarization angle on ith and jth receivers of kth event,

respectively. In real situations, the calculated relative angles

are never the same due to the difference in data quality

between events, but the relative angles from all events are

focused on the true angles.

If a valid relative orientation angle can be acquired, a reliable

absolute orientation angle and the relative angles can be used to

drive the receiver angle, which is expressed as

β′i � βl + Δβil′. (4)

where l denotes the reference receiver with the highest

rectilinearity or S/N of P-wave, Δβil′ is the obtained relative

orientation angle between the ith and the reference receivers.

The relative orientation angle can be obtained using the highest-

quality event in the case of a small number of events, or can be

obtained by statistical analysis of all events in the case of plenty

events.

Once the receiver orientation angle β′i is determined, the

potential back-azimuths on different receivers for a microseismic

event can be calculated as follow,

ϕi(k) � αi(k) + β′i . (5)

where ϕi(k) is the potential back-azimuth (relative to the

north) on the ith receiver of the kth microseismic event,

αi(k) and αj(k) are the polarization angle on ith and jth

receiver of kth event, respectively. For multiple receivers,

the final event back-azimuth can be determined by the

averaging ϕi(k) or choosing the one with the highest

rectilinearity value.

Measurement of the P-wave polarization
parameters

The polarization parameters of P-wave can be determined by

calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a covariance

matrix constructed using windowed waveforms around the

P-wave arrival. The covariance matrix C for the two

horizontal components is written as

C � 1
N

[ nTn nTe
eTn eTe

]. (6)

We solve the eigenproblem and obtain the eigenvalues λ1 and

λ2 (λ1 > λ2) and corresponding eigenvectors (u1, u2), in which

u1 � [ux, uy] is the eigenvector associated with λ1. According to

Flinn (1965), the rectilinearity L and the polarization angle α for

two component data can be calculated using the following

equations,

L � 1 − λ2
λ1
. (7)

α � tan−1(uy

ux
). (8)

The value of L lies in the range of 0–1, where L=0 indicates

circular polarization trajectory and L =1 indicates linear

trajectory. L characterize the linearity of the particle motion

and can also affect the reliability of α.

Von Mises distribution

The von Mises distribution is a circular normal distribution

and has been widely used to model circular data (Lark et al.,

2014). It consists of two parameters which are the mean direction

and concentration parameters. When the concentration

parameter is zero, the distribution represents a uniform

distribution over the unit circle (Lark et al., 2014). The

expression of the von Mises distribution is

f(θ; μ, κ) � eκ cos(θ−μ)
2πI0(κ) . (9)

where I0(κ) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and

order zero, which is defined as
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I0(κ) � 1
2π

∫
2π

0

eκ cos θdθ. (10)

where μ is the mean direction and κ is the concentration

parameter (Mardia and Jupp, 2000). The probability of

deviations is the same on either side of the mean direction

and decreases with increasing distance from the mean direction.

Figure 2 displays the examples of the von Mises distribution

functions computed using μ=30° and different concentration

parameters. We can see that as κ decreases, the shape of the

distribution function becomes circular. In this study, we calculate

the von Mises distribution function using L and α.

In practice, this von Mises distribution function is computed

for each event and receiver, and then summed up to formulate

one global function.

F(θ) � ∑M
m�1

fm(θ). (11)

where,M is the number of angles involved in the calculation. The

maximum of this global function is taken as the optimal estimate

of the target angle.

The proposed method

According to Eq. 3, we utilize all recorded microseismic

events to compute relative orientation angles between receiver

pairs. After rotating by these relative angles, all receivers will be

orientated in the same direction with respect to an absolute

azimuth. This absolute azimuth can be obtained by comparing

the polarization angle of a reference receiver with the geometry

angle of the active-source event. After removing the influence of

receiver misorientation, we can determine all microseismic event

back-azimuths using Eq. 5. We construct the von Mises

distribution functions to determine the relative orientation

angles by using all events and then the event back-azimuths

by using multi-level recordings. The proposed method for

receiver orientation and event back-azimuth estimation can be

described as follow:

1) The polarization angle αi(k) and the rectilinearity Li(k) are
calculated using the P-wave waveforms on different receivers

for all microseismic events.

2) Preliminary orientation angles βi (i is the receiver number)

are obtained from the active-source event, and the receiver

having the highest rectilinearity in the active-source event is

used to determine a reliable absolute orientation angle βl.

3) The relative orientation angles Δβil are determined using the

von Mises distribution functions constructed based on the

polarization angle difference μ � αi(k) − αl(k) and the

average rectilinearity κ � [Li(k) + Ll(k)]/2 of all events

recorded on ith and lth receivers. It should be noted that

during the calculation of the relative orientation angles in all

events, the relative orientation angles obtained from active-

source event in step 2 can be used to resolve the 180°

ambiguity.

4) After receiver orientation (Eq. 5), the potential angles

μ � ϕi(k)with different P-wave rectilinearity κ � Li(k) are

applied to construct the von Mises distribution functions to

estimate the kth event back-azimuth ϕ′(k). It should be noted
that the microseismic event is generally closer to fracturing

stage can be used to resolve the 180°ambiguity in the event

back-azimuth.

Numerical examples

In this section, we utilize synthetic data test to demonstrate

the reliability of the proposed method. A 30 Hz Ricker wavelet is

used as the synthetic source wavelet. Random waveform

amplitudes and Gaussian noises are applied to generate the

synthetic recordings with varying S/N. We ignore the arrival

time differences (i.e., moveouts) at different receivers in the

simulation because it has a very limited effect on determining

the event back-azimuth. The results of the proposed method are

compared with those of two other commonly used approaches,

which determine the receiver orientation angle and event back-

azimuth using the average value of the calculated angles and the

angle corresponding to the maximum rectilinearity, respectively.

The first synthetic data example illustrates the accuracy in

calculating the relative receiver orientation angle using the

FIGURE 2
Probability density function f(θ) of a von Mises distribution
with μ= 30° and three different values for κ.
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probability distribution function. 50 microseismic events at

different locations are used to generate synthetic recordings at

two receivers, and a predefined rotation angle (i.e., 30°) is adopted

to rotate the synthetic waveforms on the second receiver to

simulate the actual situation of different receiver orientation

directions in a vertical well. Figure 3A shows the waveforms

of two horizontal components of the P wave from the

50 synthetic microseismic events. We calculate the

polarization angle and the rectilinearity of the P-wave of each

event (i.e., each trace in Figure 3A) using Eqs 7, 8. The

polarization angle differences between two receivers and the

average rectilinearity values are applied to construct von

Mises distribution functions, which are then summed up to

formulate one global function (Eq. 11). Figure 3B shows the

distribution of the angle differences and the rectilinearity values

of these 50 events (the gray dots), and the polar radius coordinate

denotes the average rectilinearity of the P-wave. We calculate the

von Mises distribution functions of each event and obtained the

normalized probability distribution function (the black curve).

Note that the range of the probability density is 0–1. In this case,

the angle corresponding to the maximum (equal to 1, denoted by

the red cross) of the global function is 29.7°, which is only 0.3°

away from the true value. Without loss of generality, the above

test is repeated 100 times using synthetic data with different S/N

(i.e., 0–40 dB) to verify the stability of the proposed method. We

maintained the source locations and the predefined rotation

angle consistent in the simulations. Figure 3C shows the

results of the proposed method (the red crosses), the average

relative orientation angles at different receivers (the green

crosses), and the angles corresponding to the receivers having

the maximum rectilinearity (the blue crosses). The standard

deviations of the results of the three approaches are 0.42°,

2.65°, and 0.96°, respectively. This clearly indicates that our

method can obtain more accurate relative orientation angles.

The second synthetic data example illustrates the accuracy in

determining the event back-azimuth by the probability

distribution function. Note that different from Figure 3A,

Figure 4A shows the two horizontal components of the

P-wave of one synthetic microseismic event recorded on ten

receivers. The true back-azimuth of this event is set to 45°.

Figure 4B shows the normalized probability distribution of the

event back-azimuth. In this case, the angle corresponding to the

FIGURE 3
Comparisons of the relative orientation angle calculated by the proposed method and the conventional approaches. (A) Waveforms of the
P-wave of 50 microseismic events recorded by 2 receivers. (B) The distribution of the polarization angle differences and the corresponding
rectilinearity (the gray dots), and the normalized global probability distribution function (the black curve). The red cross indicates the angle
corresponding to themaximum probability density. (C) The results of 100 groups of synthetic recordings with different random noises. The red,
green, and blue crosses represent the results of the proposed method, the average values of the orientation angles at different receivers, and the
angles corresponding to the receiver having the maximum rectilinearity, respectively. The size of the dots denotes the P-wave rectilinearity.
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maximum (equal to 1, denoted by the red cross) of the global

function is 44.5°, which is 0.5° away from the true value. Similar to

the first synthetic test, we also repeat this test 100 times and the

results are shown in Figure 4C. It is shown that the results of the

proposed method (the red crosses) are more accurate than the

average values of the azimuths determined for all receivers (the

green crosses) and the angles corresponding to the maximum

rectilinearity (the blue crosses). The standard deviations of these

three sets of results are 0.83°, 1.04°, and 1.59°, respectively,

indicating that our method can also obtain more accurate

event back-azimuth.

Field data application

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the

proposed method on real dataset. The real dataset was

acquired from a fractured tight reservoir in the Shengli oil

field of eastern China. A downhole array composed of

15 levels of 3-C geophones is deployed in a vertical

monitoring well at depths from 2443 to 2673 m. The duration

of the monitoring data is more than 27 h and the sampling

interval is 0.5 ms. A perforation shot is fired in a third well

located approximately 920 m northwest of the monitoring well

before the hydraulic fracturing stimulation begins. Figure 5

shows the survey geometry of the real case. A total of

521 microseismic events are detected in the monitoring data,

including 11 ball-drop events with known locations (Figure 5C).

The P-wave arrival times of the microseismic events are

determined using the joint STA/LTA-polarization-AIC

method (Tan and He, 2016), and then refined by the global

optimization method based on iterative cross-correlation (Leng

et al., 2022).

Normally, all active-source events with known locations (e.g.,

the perforation shot or ball-drop event) should be utilized for

receiver orientation. However, as shown in Figure 6, there are

clearly discrepancies in the quality of real data. To show how data

quality affects receiver orientation results, we perform receiver

orientation using two independent events with known locations,

which are the perforation shot and the first ball-drop event

(Figure 5). Figure 7 shows P-wave waveforms after moveout

correction of the perforation shot event and a microseismic

FIGURE 4
Comparisons of the event back-azimuth estimated by the proposedmethod and the conventional approaches. (A)Waveforms of the P-wave of
one microseismic event recorded by 10 receivers. (B) The distribution of the polarization angles and corresponding rectilinearity (the gray dots), and
the normalized global probability distribution function (the black curve). The red cross indicates the angle corresponding to themaximumprobability
density. (C) The result of 100 groups of synthetic event recordings with different random noises. The red, green, and blue crosses represent the
results of the proposedmethod, the average values of the angles, and the angles corresponding to themaximum rectilinearity, respectively. The size
of the dots reflects the P-wave rectilinearity.
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event, while Figure 8 shows the hodograms of two horizontal

components of these events, as well as the calculated polarization

angles and rectilinearity values at all receivers.

The receiver orientation results obtained from above two

events are listed in Table 2. Because the P-wave of perforation

shots on the 6th receiver in Figure 6 generally has the maximum

rectilinearity, we choose the 6th receiver as the reference to

calculate the relative orientation angles of other receivers. The

relative angle differences and the average rectilinearity values

from all recorded events are then utilized to construct the von

Mises distribution functions and formulate the global functions.

The relative orientation angles obtained from the perforation

shot are used to correct the calculation of the relative orientation

angles in all events for resolving the 180° ambiguity. Figure 9

depicts the polar diagrams of the relative angle differences and

the average rectilinearity values from all events at those receivers.

The relative receiver orientation angles can be obtained by

calculating the maximum values of the probability density

functions (denoted by the red crosses in Figure 9).

The results of the proposed method are compared with those

of the conventional methods which only use one active-source

event, as shown in Table 2. Conventional methods applied to two

independent active source events provide various results,

reflecting that the receiver orientation is greatly affected by

the quality of event recordings. From Table 2, it can be seen

that the maximum difference between the results obtained by the

proposed method and the conventional method using the

perforation shot is 12.2°, which can influence the accuracy of

the estimated event back-azimuth. Thus, we adopt the event

back-azimuths on different receivers after receiver orientation to

analyze the accuracy of the receiver orientation results. Figure 10

depicts the angles on all receivers acquired by the three

approaches using one ball-drop event and one microseismic

event as examples. The figure demonstrates that, when

compared with the conventional methods, the angles obtained

by the proposed method are more concentrated, suggesting that

the proposed method can more reliably determine the receiver

orientations and hence the event back-azimuth.

The azimuths of the microseismic events can be calculated by

using the von Mises distribution functions based on the angles

after receiver orientation and corresponding rectilinearities, as

shown in Figure 10. We calculate the back-azimuths of all

521 events using the proposed method, and the results are

shown in Figure 11A. We adopt a principle that the event is

closer to the perforation to resolve the 180°ambiguity in the event

back-azimuth. The variation of the event azimuth reflects the

sequencing of hydraulic fracturing stages in the horizontal well,

which is overall consistent with the azimuth trend of the ball-

drop events. Figure 11B shows the distribution of the highest

rectilinearity value of the events. The azimuth distribution of

FIGURE 5
Survey geometry of the real data case. (A) 3D view; (B) depth view; (C) planar view. The triangles represent the receivers. The stars represent the
fracturing stages. The asterisk represents the perforation shot. The blue circles represent the ball-drop locations.

FIGURE 6
P-wave rectilinearity on different receivers from the
12 active-source events. The first event is the perforation shot and
the others are ball-drop events. The blue circles represent the 6th

receiver.
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events from stages 3–7 (outlined by the blue box in Figure 11A)

diverges, this may be due to the event data quality, the generation

of the induced events around the former fracturing stages, or the

extension of the fractures to larger distances. Microseismic events

are located using the P- and S-wave arrival times and the velocity

model between treatment and monitoring wells, and then the

FIGURE 7
P wave after moveout correction. (A) P wave of the perforation shot event. (B) P wave of a microseismic event. Blue, green and red lines
represent H1-, H2-, and vertical components respectively.

FIGURE 8
Hodograms of two horizontal components from two events shown in Figure 7. Black and red lines represent the perforation shot event and a
microseismic event, respectively.
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TABLE 2 Comparison between orientation angles obtained with the conventional methods and our proposed method.

Receiver number Conventional methods (°) Method 3***(°) Result differences (°)

Method 1* Method 2** Methods 1&2 Methods 3&1 Methods 3&2

1 143.61 348.59 342.88 −4.98 −0.73 −5.71

2 326.85 338.51 325.29 −4.98 −0.73 −5.71

3 297.63 301.39 305.07 −11.66 −1.56 −13.22

4 329.41 333.91 329.76 −3.76 7.43 3.68

5 173.14 180.08 174.65 −4.50 0.35 −4.15

6 177.07 184.32 177.07 −6.95 1.52 −5.43

7 45.10 43.58 42.58 −7.25 0.00 −7.25

8 106.27 119.47 104.35 1.52 −2.51 −0.99

9 30.23 25.48 30.09 −13.20 −1.92 −15.12

10 259.35 264.52 271.55 4.75 −0.14 4.61

11 181.76 180.46 181.42 −5.17 12.20 7.03

12 115.95 127.61 111.11 1.30 −0.34 0.96

13 109.97 114.08 110.37 −11.66 −4.84 −16.50

14 171.44 178.07 171.16 −4.11 0.40 −3.71

15 153.31 163.71 162.50 −6.63 −0.28 −6.92

*Method 1: receiver orientation by the perforation shot.

**Method 2: receiver orientation by the 1st ball-drop event.

***Method 3: the proposed method.

FIGURE 9
Diagram of relative orientation angle calculation. The grey dots represent the distribution of the polarization angle differences and the
corresponding rectilinearity average, and the blue curve represents the normalized global probability distribution function. The red cross indicates
the angle corresponding to the maximum probability density. The radius coordinate denotes both rectilinearity average of the P-waves and the
normalized probability density.
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hypocentral parameters in the Cartesian coordinate system are

calculated using the event back-azimuths. We employ the

comparison of source locations by the conventional method

and the proposed method to introduce the effect of the back-

azimuth error, as shown in Figure 11C. In the conventional

method, the perforation shot event is used to correct the receiver

orientation, and the average of the P-wave polarization angle

after receiver orientation is obtained as the event back-azimuth.

We adopt a weighted standard deviation measurement of

the azimuth results to illustrate the improvement of the

proposed method for receiver orientation and event back-

azimuth estimation. The weighted standard deviation is

defined by

W(k) � 1
M

∑M
i�1
[(ϕ′(k) − ϕi(k))Li(k)⎤⎦. (12)

FIGURE 10
Distributions of the event potential back-azimuths on the 15 receivers by three approaches. (A) The back-azimuths of the 3rd ball-drop event.
The black asterisk in Figure 10A represents the true ball-drop event azimuth. (B) The back-azimuths of the microseismic event (as shown in
Figure 7A). The gray, blue, and red circles represent the results of those three methods in Table 2. The radius coordinate denotes the rectilinearity of
the P-wave. The red curve represents the normalized global probability distribution function by using the back-azimuths from the proposed
method.

FIGURE 11
(A) Distributions of the 521 microseismic event back-azimuths. The gray dots represent the distribution of the potential back-azimuth angles
after receiver orientation. The size of the dots reflects the P-wave rectilinearity. Red crosses represent the event back-azimuths calculated by the
proposed method. The blue asterisks represent the ball-drop events. (B) Distributions of the P-wave rectilinearity average values of the
521 microseismic events. (C) Comparison of the source locations of the microseismic events by the conventional method and the proposed
method.
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whereM is the receiver number, and ϕ′(k) is the calculated event
back-azimuth. ϕi(k) and Li(k) are the potential azimuth angle

after receiver orientation and the P-wave rectilinearity on the ith

receiver, respectively. If W is reduced, the calculated azimuth

becomes more dependable.

We firstly discuss the improvement of the proposed

method in receiver orientation. The orientation angles

acquired by the three methods (listed in Table 2) are used

to obtain the potential event back-azimuths on different

receivers, and the final event azimuths are also determined

using the probability density distribution. The weighted

standard deviations are then computed using the final

event azimuths, and the comparisons are displayed in

Figure 12A. It reveals that the quality of active-source

events effects the receiver orientation results, with high-

quality active-source event producing more accurate results.

Furthermore, even when employing high-quality active source

events, receiver orientation may still have unexpected and

non-negligible errors on individual receivers, as shown in

Figure 12B. When the signal-to-noise ratio of active-source

FIGURE 12
Comparisons of the azimuth results after receiver orientation using the conventional methods and the proposed method. (A) The weighted
standard deviations. The size of the dots reflects the average value of P-wave rectilinearities in each microseismic event. (B) The back-azimuth
difference. The red and blue circles represent receiver orientation angles calculated by the method 1 and 2 in Table 2, respectively.

FIGURE 13
Comparisons of the azimuth results using the conventional methods and the proposedmethod. (A) Theweighted standard deviations. The size
of the dots reflects the average value of P-wave rectilinearities in eachmicroseismic event. (B) The back-azimuth difference. The red and blue circles
represent the results determined by the average angle and the angle corresponding to the maximum of P-wave rectilinearity, respectively.
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event is poor, the average azimuth deviation may approach

4.20°, therefore, this error should not be ignored. The weighted

standard deviation distribution and the back-azimuth

differences indicate that it can reduce the influence of a

single active-source event in microseismic event back-

azimuth estimation by using events with variable qualities.

We also illustrate the improvement of the proposed

method in event back-azimuth estimation. We obtain the

event back-azimuths using three strategies, including the

average angle, the angle corresponding to the maximum

rectilinearity, and the angle corresponding to the maximum

value of the probability density in the proposed method. The

weighted standard deviations are then computed

correspondingly and compared in Figure 13A. The

weighted standard deviation distribution indicates that it

can reduce the influence of low-quality data in event back-

azimuth estimation by integrating the angle information from

multi-level receivers. By comparing the azimuth differences

produced by the conventional method with the method

presented in this study (as shown in Figure 13B), it is

shown that using high signal-to-noise ratio recordings can

increase back-azimuth accuracy.

Conclusion

In this study, we have developed a new probabilistic

method for microseismic receiver orientation and event

back-azimuth estimation. The von Mises distribution

function, which serves as the probability density function

in the new method, is constructed using the polarization

angle and rectilinearity of the P-wave and applied in the

estimation of the receiver orientation angles and event back-

azimuths. The numerical examples have demonstrated that

the proposed method has the advantage of minimizing the

unintentional error in receiver orientation by employing

high-quality events and increasing event back-azimuth

accuracy by integrating the azimuths from multi-level

receivers. We have also applied the proposed method to

the field dataset. The results show that, compared with the

conventional methods which generally utilize a single active-

source event, our proposed method can increase the accuracy

of the receiver orientation angles and microseismic event

back-azimuths.
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